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Issues
• Judgemental adjustments play a crucial role in forecasting – they happen all too
frequently.
• Evidence is that they add value, but there is a lot of inconsistency.

• Past research has focused on:
• Effect of adjustments on accuracy;
• Ways to improve/support the adjustment process;

• Understanding the cues that experts react on.
In a practical setting, experts have several opportunities to adjust forecasts for a target period.
Forecasting a year ahead for the target period (the budget) or forecasting one month ahead
for the same period: Does more current information help?

What is the process by which short- and long-horizon adjustments
are made?

Can the information effects be disentangled?
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Agenda
• Existing research on judgmental adjustments and lead time
effects

• Descriptive investigation of a company data base
➢ The effects of large adjustments

• Models of adjustments
• Next steps
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Are there dynamics in adjustments?
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Previous Research
Combining SKU-level sales forecasts from models and experts (Franses and
Legerstee: Expert systems, 2011)
• One company, 37 countries, ? SKUs

• Statistical model, 12 steps ahead, updated each month
• Equal weighting of model and expert forecast near optimal
• Consistency across time horizons
Judgmental forecast adjustments over different time horizons (De Baets el al.,
Omega, 2018)
• 8 business units across 4 Companies
• More adjustments the shorter the horizon
• Adjustments larger and more positive as horizon shortens
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Bias and RelMAE statistics

• Relative Bias, ,declines as horizon lengthens
 Model bias ?
• Relative Accuracy, , improves
 Longer horizon adjustments are primarily
positive and large
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Adjustment direction and size
𝐴𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑅𝑒𝑙. 𝐴𝑑𝑗. 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 =
𝑆𝑡𝑑. 𝐷𝑒𝑣(𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠)

• Larger adjustments for longer horizons. Short horizons more “tweaking”.
• Over-reacting to information with no diagnositicity closer to the target periods?
(Fildes et al., 2018)
✓ Budgeting or motivational issues
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Adjustment direction, size and accuracy

• On average positive adjustments are more accurate. Negative large adjustments
are erratic.
• Large adjustments (of both signs) damaging.
 Conflicting with conventional wisdom!
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Can we improve accuracy?
- Restricting adjustments
• Small adjustments were not beneficial to accuracy
• Large adjustments were inconsistent
 Investigate if restricting adjustments as a post-processing step can improve
accuracy.

How to improve:
• Goodwin et al. (2011) found that restrictions during the adjustment process was
unhelpful.
• Petropoulos et al. (2016) found that restrictions as post-processing improved
accuracy.

• Restrict by: removing adjustments over or under a chosen size and evaluating
forecasting performance.
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Restricting adjustments (small adjustments)

Percentage gain for different horizons and normalised adjustment cut-off.
•

“+” indicates improvement.

✓ Improvements in accuracy for cutting out more small adjustments
✓ Bias increased for 12 steps ahead
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Restricting adjustments (large adjustments)

Percentage gain for different horizons and normalised adjustment cut-off.
•

“+” indicates improvement.
✓ Improvements in longer lead time accuracy for cutting out larger adjustments

But implementation an issue!
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Models of adjustments
Two issues:
• For a fixed target, how does the forecaster
update previous forecasts?
• For a fixed origin, how does the forecaster update
the forecasts for the different horizons?
• i.e how does the short (long) term new information
affect the long (short) term forecasts?
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Models of adjustment

Are there dynamics in adjustments?
• An initial model: to investigate whether there is a connection between how
long-term adjustments are updated, given recent (short-term) forecast errors.

Change of long-term
adjustment for period
t+11, conditional on
information at period t

Respective update of
model forecast

Recent forecast
error for period t.
Final forecast
includes short-term
(t+1) adjustment

• Coefficient 𝛼2 is insignificant (p-value: 0.157)  No evidence that short-term errors
influence changes in long-term adjustments.
• Some agreement with descriptive results: short- and long-term adjustment behaviour is
disconnected.

this model is quite restrictive
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Models of adjustment

Are there dynamics in adjustments?
• How are the adjustments of different forecast horizons connected?
Are they consistent? Is there an identifiable memory process?

• We build a model that:
➢ considers forecast adjustments for different forecast horizon for the same target
period.
➢ Has as explanatory variables:
(i) previous adjustments (longer forecast horizons or equivalently from older forecast
origins);
(ii) previous statistical forecast (longer forecast horizons); and
(iii) statistical forecast for target period.
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Models of adjustment

Are there dynamics in adjustments?
The model for target period t:

Change in adjustments
made over different
horizons

• 𝐸𝑡,ℎ|𝑡−ℎ adjustment for horizon h done for target period t
conditional on information at period t-h (forecast origin).
• 𝑀𝑡,ℎ|𝑡−ℎ is the statistical model forecast and u a h-dimensional
innovation process.
• All are modelled in differences (Δ𝐸𝑡,ℎ|𝑡−ℎ and ΔM𝑡,ℎ|𝑡−ℎ )

Change in model
based forecasts for
different horizons

Previous change in
adjustment for different
horizons for the same
target period t
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Models of adjustment

Are there dynamics in adjustments?
• How to read:
➢

t+1 column has significant effects for E1,
E3, M0, M1 and M3. That means that the
adjustment for the next period (horizon
t+1) are affected by adjustments 1 (E1)
and 3 (E3) periods in the past, i.e.
adjustments with horizons t+2 and t+4
(since target is t+1). Similarly model
forecasts for t+1 (M0), t+2 (M1) and t+4
(M3) are relevant.

➢

t+11 column has significant effects E1, M0
and M1. That means: effects from one
period ago adjustments (E1) that is t+12
adjustment forecasts (target is t+11) and
statistical forecasts for horizons t+11 and
t+12 .
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Models of adjustment

Are there dynamics in adjustments?
• What we find?
➢

There are no long-term effects. Expert
adjustments have only short memory. That
is: experts do not refer back to adjustments
they did for that period multiple steps ago –
even if there is evidence on performance
that long horizon adjustments are
beneficial for accuracy/bias.

➢

Changes in the statistical forecasts (M0, M1)
play a role, again with local short memory,
upon which the experts build their
adjustments.

➢

Different behaviour between long- and
short-term adjustments. This matches the
disconnect in accuracy and bias behaviours.
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Conclusions
• Three main findings (so far!):
• Distinct behaviour between short- and long-term adjustments.
• Short term typically small and add limited value (or detract!)  seen as
tweaking. Adjustments with large forecast horizons have strong effect 
experts adjust only because they have some usable information!
• Restricting adjustments as a post-processing procedure is beneficial both for
accuracy and bias. Question: Is it feasible in practice?
➢

Will experts continue adjusting diligently if they are aware that their
adjustments are not final?

• Experts exhibit a strong local memory, but do not consider adjustments made
several periods ago (for the same target period), even if that past adjustment
contained useful information. Question: how to highlight this useful
information/adjustment to users to increase consistency
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What can we learn from these studies of business
forecasters?
• Different organizational processes lead to different errors and biases Established

• Positive and negative information is interpreted differently - Established

• The value added in the dynamic adjustment process is organizationally
dependent - Established
• Influencing the organization’s adjustment process is potentially valuable Established
• But the practicalities are moot

• With current information for future time periods
• How best to disentangle the period effects?
• Problem is one of double counting

Need is for FSS
design studies
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Thank you for your attention!
Questions?
Robert Fildes
email: r.fildes@lancaster.ac.uk
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